AIIC in Casablanca

A meeting of AIIC's Private Market Sector brought together interpreters from around the world to discuss market developments, standards & working conditions, and the challenges of a changing world.
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AIIC has 2 sectors: An Agreement Sector (AS) that comprises international organizations with which AIIC has concluded collective agreements governing the remuneration and working conditions of freelance conference interpreters working for them, and a Private Market Sector (PriMS) that brings together members working on the international private market as well as on national public and private markets. It also includes all work offered by inter-governmental organizations not covered by collective agreements with AIIC.

PriMS most recent meeting took place in Casablanca on 14-15 January 2017. Discussions and presentations included:

- The current state of interpretation markets in North Africa and the Middle East (AIIC Arab Countries region).
- Possible changes to AIIC's professional standards.
- Brainstorming on the future of the profession as we move toward the next PriMS meeting in Cartagena de Indias (Colombia) in July of this year.
- Preparations for the upcoming AIIC Assembly – January 2018 in Valencia (Spain).
- Changes to PriMS' landing page on the AIIC website.

The messages and images below provide an overview of the events. We thank AIIC President Angela Keil for compiling this account.
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